
Tracking learning compliance has never been easier: Seamlessly integrate continuing education (CE) tracking or advanced 
certification management with your learning management system — eliminate duplicate processes and simplify reporting for 
business purposes.

Business case
Organizations today face several key challenges in tracking 
employees’ continuing education (CE) progress and 
managing advanced certifications. For example, gaps may 
exist between an existing learning management system 
and the tracking/management of continuing professional 
development. Other common issues include the following: 

• Duplication of effort and other inefficiencies

• Intricate rules and redundant processes

• Complex requirements that vary by jurisdiction

• Lack of full visibility into each learner’s progress

• Barriers to reporting

These challenges are heightened for organizations in 
highly regulated industries whose employees must keep 
certifications current.

One system, better visibility
The DXC Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
platform bridges the gap between your organization’s 
learning management system and your needs and 
requirements for tracking and managing learning 
compliance.

Key benefits
• Simplify and automate your continuing education (CE) 

tracking and advanced certification management

• Natively integrate requirements and rules into your 
existing learning management system

• View all compliance requirements and status at a glance 
with an integrated dashboard

• Streamline compliance processes and large learning 
catalogs to meet ever-evolving requirements

• Protect your organization by staying in compliance

DXC’s solution increases the ROI of your primary training 
platform. CPD empowers your learning administrators 
by fully automating advanced certification or compliance 
coursework, organizing and natively tracking course 
completion.

The solution handles myriad requirements and intricate 
rules. A consolidated dashboard allows learning 
administrators to centrally view and manage key data as well 
as produce detailed reports. The dashboard also enables 
learners to easily view their own progress. 
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DXC CPD — features
Integrate CPD with your learning management system. Then view it all at a 
glance and generate detailed reports:

• Enter learning objects from your learning management system

• Track learning objects based on various data points

• See all training applicable to each employee/learner

• Track and report on certification and membership progress

• Store user elements in default or custom fields

• Populate data through feeds or direct manual updates

Transform your enterprise IT
DXC’s Continuing Professional Development solution is one of several that 
enable organizations to unlock the transformative power of today’s leading 
human capital management technologies. These tools empower your 
organization to:

• Operate as a next-gen workplace and improve employee productivity

• Increase visibility into your workforce via data analytics

• Make better decisions based on business insights
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Why DXC?
• Offers a proven approach to 

overcoming training tracking/
management challenges

• Adds measurable value to your 
learning and development strategy

• Enables your enterprise to 
customize its training platform 
to meet unique business 
requirements and maximize IT 
investment value

• Helps your enterprise to solve 
complex business challenges

• Assists your organization with 
creating efficiencies
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Do more with your  
Cornerstone solution. 

Contact us at:  
cornerstone@dxc.com


